Glen A RotellafAWP/FAA

AWP-010, Human Resource
Management Office
06/03/200802:32 PM

To Jason Ralph/AWP/FAA@FAA
cc Andy Richards/AWP/FAA@FAA, Dick
Fossier/AWP/FAA@FAA, Clemortee R
Marable/AWP/FAA@FAA, Tim Kubik/AWP/FAA@FAA
bcc
Subject Re: Fw: Lewis ULP settlementg

I need to set up a Telecon. for all of to discuss this and put it to rest
ndy and Jason please indicate when you would be available to discuss this. I will attempt
_--=:::----- _ __.
to get medical involved if need be.
Glen Rotella
AWP-16
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Jason Ralph/AWP/FAA
Jason Ralph/AWP/FAA

TWM-CCR, Concord ATCT,
CA

To Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA@FAA
cc Andy Richards/AWP/FAA@FAA

06/02/2008 12:32 PM

Subject Re: Fw: Lewis ULP settlementg

Glenn,
The direction and notification for Mr. Lewis to obtain a medical evaluation came from medica! (Dr.
Goodman) after consultation with Dick Fassler in LR. I did not prepare or see the mernofandum issued to
Mr. Lewis instructing him to obtain the required medical (psychological) evaluation and therefore can'lot
address that portion of the grievance.
Regarding his leave, he was initially removed from an admin status and placed on sick leave, effective
April 17, 2007, after he failed to submit the required medical documentation to Dr. Goodman by April 16,
2008, as instructed. Following notification that his doctor had recanted his evaluation, that he not be
allowed to work safety related duties, Mr. Lewis was returned to an admin status Effective August 30,
2007 (date notification was received by medical) pending further review and investigation by the Service
Center regarding his medical, security and AB issues.
Give me a call if you need more information

to fine tune Andy's grievance

response.

Jason Ralph
Staff & Support Manager, SFO District
Voice: (650) 876-2883 X 104
Blackberry: (707) 280-0973
Fax:
(650) 876-2744
Andy Richards/AWP/FAA
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Andy Richards/AWP/FAA

TWM-SFO, San Francisco
ATCT.CA
06/02/2008 09:27 AM
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To Jason Ralph/AWP/FAA@FAA
cc

Subject Fw: Lewis ULP settlement

